#9 in a Series

Building Successfully With Dryvit Residential Systems
Details Are The Key To Success

WINDOW OPENINGS WITH
RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS
Fig. 1) Prior to installing the window, wrap the rough
opening with membrane flashing. The strips are applied
in weather-board fashion with the head piece lapping
over the jamb pieces, which lap over the sill piece.
Fig. 2) A bead of sealant is applied on the window
flange; and the window is set into the opening, leveled
and secured per manufacturer’s instructions. The Dryvit
system is then installed leaving a minimum 1/2” gap
around the window to install sealant. Windows without
integral flashing and ganged windows will need to have
proper head flashing installed by field personnel.
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Fig. 3) The tops of projecting EIFS sills shall be sloped
a minimum of 3:12. The Dryvit system is held back
from the window for proper sealant application.
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This detail is for general information and guidance
only, and Dryvit disclaims any liability for the use
of this detail and for the architecture, design,
engineering or workmanship of any project.

For additional information,
call 1-800-4-DRYVIT or visit
www.dryvit.com
©Dryvit Systems, Inc. 1997
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SUCCESSFUL
BUILDERS
SHARE THEIR
KNOWLEDGE
All good builders know
how important it is to
pay attention to
details. In this series,
Dryvit focuses on key
details that successful
builders follow when
installing exterior
insulation and finish
systems. Use these
drawings, along with
Dryvit’s complete
system specifications
and details, as a
helpful guide for
you and your
subcontractors in
planning and
coordinating the
critical interfaces
between exterior
building components.

DRYVIT’S
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT IS TOPS
Throughout North
America, we have a
field service staff to
assist with technical
issues. Our corporate
engineering staff is
prepared to review your
Dryvit plans, make
suggestions and
support your efforts.
Total customer
satisfaction is our goal.
Use our 800 number
and benefit from the
Dryvit Difference.

MAKE SURE
IT’S A DRYVIT
SYSTEM
We are the Number
One EIFS manufacturer.
We offer a number of
exterior wall systems
including Residential
MD® and Sprint MD®
Systems. You are
off to a great start
when you select a
Dryvit system.

